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Independent financial advisor Al Ahlia Securities Consulting has set the fair price for net assets owned 
by National Steel Industries Co. a 97%-owned subsidiary of Orascom Construction Industries (OCI) 
(OCIC.CA), at EGP 466mn. OCI’s board had approved the study conducted by the independent financial 
advisor as regards the fair values of two subsidiaries; Orascom Maintenance Fertilizer Plants and OCI 
Construction – Egypt. The board also ratified the report of the company’s auditor Hazem Hassan. The 
board had previously endorsed the study conducted by independent financial advisor on the fair 
values of the company’s subsidiaries; Alico Egypt, National Steel Fabrication, Scib Chemical, United 
Paints & Chemicals, United Holding, Oraeskulia for Building and Operating Wastewater Treatment 
Plant and Orasqualia for Operation and Maintenance. The fair value study is aimed at restructuring 
the company’s investments. The board also ratified the report submitted by the company’s auditor 
KPMG on the study prepared by the independent advisor. (Mubasher)

Egypt’s billionaire Nassef Sawiris, the major shareholder in Orascom Construction Industries 
(OCI) (OCIC.CA), is considering the floatation of a portion of his equity in OCI’s construction unit 
on Dubai Financial Market (DFM) to capitalize on improved liquidity in the UAE equity markets. The 
Amsterdam-based OCI, which is headed by Nassef Sawiris, is planning an initial public offering in 
the UAE market through selling portion of its GDRs. Sawiris is planning to complete the offering by 
the end of 4Q2014 or by 1Q2015. The offering value is expected to reach EUR 156mn (USD 200mn). 
According to Al Borsa newspaper, OCI NV will offer EDRs in the Egyptian Exchange. The source added 
that the offering will take place in 1H2015. (Mubasher, Al Borsa)

According to sources at El Ezz El Dekheila Steel (IRAX.CA), the company’s inventory of steel rebar 
reached 130k tons for the first time in many years. Meanwhile, daily production stands at only 3k 
tons of steel rebar due to halting production in 3 plants. The crisis of marketing the company’s 
products together with the suspension of natural gas supply since July 15th 2014 cost the company 
around EGP 100mn in losses. Moreover, the company stopped producing flat steel due to the lower 
priced Chinese imports that are sold at EGP 300 below the company’s price which is the amount of 
the dumping fee that is not applied. On the other hand, IRAX announced negotiating with EGAS to 
resume natural gas supply to the company’s plants by the 2nd week of next October. Meanwhile, 
IRAX declared that the final effect of the natural gas cut can not be determined before September 
30th which is the date of closing 3Q2014 financial statements. (Mubasher)

M&as

Savola Group decided to withdraw the acquisition offer to acquire 100% of Bisco Misr (BISM.CA). 
This came after the company has finalized its due diligence process which supported the withdrawal 
decision as it was incompatible with the company’s orientation. (Al Borsa)

seCtor News

The Ministry of Communication and IT (MCIT ) announced that investments targeted within the 6-year 
plan (until 2020) including 20 projects worth EGP 123.48bn, out of which investors will contribute 
EGP 108.3bn representing 88% of the amount. Financing institutions will contribute EGP 2.2bn, 
governmental institutions will share by EGP 3.1bn and the ministry will contribute the remaining 
EGP 9.9bn. The broadband project acquired the largest share of the projects’ budget with EGP 45.1bn 
followed by smart villages’ development project with EGP 20.5bn and the digital community project 
with investments of EGP 18.5bn. (Al Borsa)
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According to Mostafa Madbouly, Minister of Housing, the ministry agreed with World Bank (WB) 
officials to obtain USD 1.5bn in facilitated loans and grants to support social housing and village 
sewage projects. The minister added that Egypt will obtain a USD 500mn facilitated loan for social 
housing over several years with values ranging from USD 100mn to USD 120mn annually. Moreover, 
the ministry will obtain a USD 1bn loan for sewage projects in 760 villages out of a total of USD 2.5bn 
which is the cost of the project pointing out that this project will be implemented within 3 years 
with the WB to lead a financing consortium to fund the whole project. On the other hand, the WB has 
retreated from canceling a loan worth USD 150mn that has been previously allocated to the Ministry 
of Housing which will be granted within the USD 1bn loan. Finally, the minister said that Egypt needs 
financing of EGP 12bn annually over 10 years to secure sewage for around 4,000 Egyptian villages 
deprived from sewage as currently sewage services are provided to only 580 villages of the 4,673 
villages in Egypt. (Al Borsa)

eGX
Head of EGX, Mohamed Omran announced undergoing a number of amendments to the rules of 
treasury stocks and voluntary delisting.  Among those rules are; the necessity of hiring an independent 
financial advisor to determines the fair value of the stock in case the treasury stock purchase price 
exceeds average trading price for the last 10 sessions or last 3 months whichever is higher. Moreover, 
the company shall submit a certificate provided by the auditor which confirms that the company 
has enough liquidity to execute the transaction. The company is prohibited from submitting another 
purchase request within 6 months in case it didn’t execute 50% of the earlier requested stocks as 
long as there is no reasonable reason accepted by EGX. The amendments also include the prohibition 
of converting treasury stocks into GDRs. Finally, the companies shall disclose, on a daily basis, the 
percentage of the transaction execution; however, it is prohibited from dealing on the stock in case 
there are material undisclosed events. (MIST )

According to the Minister of Housing, the ministry aims to collect EGP 36bn from land sales during 
the current fiscal year which is double the highest return from land sales in the ministry’s history 
which was EGP 18bn in 2007. The land plots will be offered whether to real estate companies or 
individuals where the ministry has set a plan for the monthly offering of land plots including 4,222 
land plots for individuals and 100 land plots for small investors along with preparing to offer large 
pieces of land for investors as well as NUCA’s in-kind share in Madinaty and Rehab projects. On the 
other hand, the minister said that the 150k residential units project in coordination with Egyptian 
Armed Forces for the middle income segment has an expected cost of EGP 42bn excluding the cost 
of land utilities with the project to take 2 years to complete and the maximum price of the residential 
unit will be EGP 400k with the project to be implemented in a number of new cities. (Al Borsa)

Emirati Arabtec has offered NUCA one option in order to participate in the “One Million Units” project 
which will be implemented in coordination with the Egyptian Armed Forces which is for NUCA 
to obtain an in-kind share in the project while the Ministry of Housing had proposed obtaining  
an in-kind share or obtaining a stake in the company which will manage the project. According 
to the Minister of Housing, the ministry is studying the offer of Arabtec and will call for another 
meeting within a week or 10 days with Arabtec’s representatives to choose whether to accept the 
offer or get a share in the management company. On the other hand, the ministry has informed 
Arabtec’s representatives its objection regarding the delays in the project procedures till now despite 
announcing the project last March. (Al Borsa)
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Finance Minister Hany Kadry Dimian said Egypt has invited the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to 
send a technical team before the end of this year for consultation regarding the economic situation 
and reform program which was initiated by the government to tackle structural imbalances in the 
subsidy system and measures to reduce budget deficit. The IMF mission’s visit comes in light of the 
continuous consultations between the fund and the government and the meetings organized by the 
fund with its members in accordance with Article IV, the minister added. In Article IV consultations, 
the IMF experts assess a country’s financial and economic positions. (Mubasher)

The Egyptian-Saudi Committee set October 30th 2014 as the date for holding the tender of 
implementing the Egyptian-Saudi power grid link to local and global companies. It is noteworthy 
that the project will be offered over 5 bundles. The project aims to transfer and mutually exchange 
3,000MW between Egypt and KSA at a cost of USD 1.6bn, out of which Egypt’s share reaches USD 
610mn. (Al Borsa)

The Electricity Holding Company is planning to offer land plots for renewable energy investors (solar 
and wind) with areas reaching 2.0125mn feddans by the end of next October through the usufruct 
system. The land plots include 300k feddans in the Gulf of Suez and South Zaafarana, 125k feddans in 
Aswan and 400k feddans in the northern and western areas of the Nile in addition to some land plots 
in Beni Suef, Menya and Assiut. These areas are enough to generate 35GW. On the other hand, the 
Ministry of Electricity is intending to offer projects with capacities of 4,000MW to the private sector 
(2,000MW of solar energy and 2,000MW of wind energy) during October 2014. (Al Mal) 

The Egyptian Financial Supervisory Authority (EFSA) and the Central Bank of Bahrain signed 
an agreement to unify the rules of listing and trading as well as a dual listing agreement on the 
stock exchanges of the two countries. According to EFSA’s Deputy Chairman Khaled El Nashar, the 
agreement is a step to establish a unified Arab bourse. Moreover, it also aims at exchanging technical 
and legal expertise between the two markets. The agreement will allow the investors in Bahrain to 
buy and sell shares of Egyptian companies smoothly. (MIST )
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DiviDeND streaM

Reuters Code Company Name Position Transaction 
Type

Quantity

EFIC.CA Egyptian Financial & Industrial Related Parties Buy 16,397
SAUD.CA Al Baraka Bank Egypt Related Parties Buy 433,703
COMI.CA Commercial International Bank (Egypt) bank corporate Sell 5,000
CCAP.CA Citadel Capital Board Member Buy 100000

boD traNsaCtioNs as of 23 / 9 / 2014

Date Time Company Type Location Purpose

28/9/2014 3:00 PM Alex. Container 
Handling AGM

Holding Co. for 
Maritime & Land 
Transport - Alex.

Approving FY2013/2014 financial results as well as the 
minutes of AGM & EGM held on March 25th 2014.

28/9/2014 4:30 PM Canal Shipping 
Agencies AGM

Holding Co. for 
Maritime & Land 
Transport - Alex.

Approving FY2013/2014 financial results and proposed 
distributions as well as the minutes of AGM held on 
March 24th 2014.

29/9/2014 9:00 AM OCI AGM Nile City Towers Approving the fair values of some subsidiary companies 
in order to restructure investments in the group.

30/9/2014 3:00 PM Arab Cotton 
Ginning AGM El Nasr Export & 

Import Co
Approving FY2013/2014 financial results as well as the 
proposed dividend distribution. 

1/10/2014 3:00 PM El Ezz El Dekheila 
Steel AGM JW Marriott Hotel 

New Cairo
Approving 1H2014 financial results as well as the 
proposed distributions. 

2/10/2014 8:30 AM GB Auto AGM Headquarters Approving1H2014 financial results. 

Company Distribution 
Type

Distribution 
Ratio

Coupon 
Number

Coupon Value Record  
Date

Distribution 
Date

Sidi Kerir Petrochemicals 2nd tranche EGP 1.00 7-5-2014 13-11-2014
South Valley Cement 2nd tranche EGP 0.10 21-7-2014 27-10-2014
Al Baraka Bank Egypt Free Shares 1:10 28-9-2014 29-9-2014

Telecom Egypt Cash Distribution
USD 0.05 

(equivalent to EGP 
0.358/share)

29-9-2014 2-10-2014

Alexandria Mineral Oils Cash Distribution EGP 7.00 12-10-2014 15-10-2014
Madinet Nasr Housing & Deve. Free Shares 1:3.5 NYD NYD
Misr Cement/Qena Cash Distribution EGP 3.00 NYD NYD

Cairo Pharmaceuticals & Chemical Ind. Cash Distribution EGP 1.26 NYD NYD
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Auction Date Tenor Yield  (%) 

21 Sep 2014 91 Day 11.758
18 Sep 2014 182 Day 12.199
21 Sep 2014 273 Day 12.428
18 Sep 2014 364 Day 12.524
15 Sep 2014 Zero Coupon 12.867
24 Mar 2014 4-Feb-16 11.960
15 Sep 2014 5-August-17 14.181
22 Sep 2014 12-Aug-19 14.655
15 Sep 2014 8-July-21 15.690
22 Sep 2014 9-Sept-2024 15.913

treasury auCtioNs
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